A three-dimensional topological gauge theory with action given entirely by a Chern-Simons term was recently brought to prominence by Witten's demonstration that it provides a natural framework for setting up knot theory [ 1 ] . An essential step in the argument is the quantization of the theory in time-axial gauge on product manifolds E × E for Y compact and two-dimensional. Once the constraints due to gauge invariance are imposed, quantization of the reduced phase space produces a projectively flat vector bundle over the moduli space of complex structures of Z. This is of considerable interest from a physical point of view because such structures are known to be at the heart of two-dimensional conformal field theory [21.
In this paper we reconsider the quantization of the three-dimensional Chern-Simons theory. We take a canonical approach, imposing the gauge constraints on the quantum wave functions rather than quantizing a constrained phase space as in ref.
[ 1 ]. Our motivation for using this scheme is that it produces wave functions that are instantly recognized as generating functionals for two-dimensional current correlator blocks, thus making the connection with conformal field theory explicit. Only the U ( 1 ) Chern-Simons theory will be dealt with; this already illustrates the essential features. The non-abelian case adds certain technical complications, which we shall address elsewhere [ 31-
The action of the U( 1 ) Chern-Simons theory on a three-dimensional manifold M is
M Taking M to be RX Z, the product of (a segment of) the real line with a closed compact two-dimensional manifold Z of genus g, and imposing the gauge Ao = O, this becomes k d
S=~f dt f d2x~°A~ Aj. (2) z Since the lagrangian is linear in time derivatives it immediately leads to Poisson brackets
and gives a vanishing hamiltonian.
As suggested in ref.
[ 1] we introduce a complex structure on Z ~, which furnishes local complex coordinates (z, g) in which A=Azdz+Aed2. In terms of Az and Az the Poisson brackets (3) lead to the nonvanishing quantum commutator = k~2~(z-z ') .
[Az, Ae,] 
where the g-vector a and the complex function Z are given by a,= ~ d2zco~(z)A,, i z(z, e) = ~ld~wG(z, w)A~, ( 
7) Zd

~2
We shall take k to be positive; if necessary by switching the roles of Az and Ae.
The above definition determines G(z, w) (up to a constant in z) to be -( 1/n)Ow log E(z, w) minus its projection on the space of holomorphic one-forms in w; E(w, z) is the prime form ofZ. G(z, w) has the property OzG(z, w)= -l OzOwlogE(w , z) where 2(z, 2) is a smooth real function on Z and ni,
so a and Z are sensitive only to large and small gauge transformations, respectively; gauge transformations do not mix them. Moreover variations in Z and a are orthogonal for the measure in (5) and the integrand factorizes:
Consequently the constrained wave functions appear in product form,
Looking at the z-dependence first, we note that in-
under an infinitesimal gauge transformation e (z, ~) requires
~[Z+e]=Z[z]exp(-2~nk f d~z~OzO~Z). (12)
This is solved by
which is invariant under finite small gauge transformations as well. Actually (12) is determined up to a character of the group of small gauge transformations; the phase choice here amounts to 
where 01, ¢2 are g-vectors of phases, provided k is an integer; otherwise it is impossible to obtain a transformation rule that obeys the group composition rule.
A convenient basis for the corresponding vector space is obtained via identification of a commuting subset of the algebra of observables. Of the operators built out of the field A only gauge invariant ones are admissible in the constrained theory. This restriction leaves the holonomies around closed curves in Z,
The effect of the holonomies in the physical subspace is found to be OpqOp,q,O_p_q=exp T(P'q'-q'P') Op, q, (18) shows that the transformations induced by the Opq are discrete shifts of the holonomies. It is obvious from (17 ) that all the operators Opq can be constructed from the finite subset consisting of the OeJ,o and Oo,~J (e j is the unit vector in the fi direction), i.e. in terms of exp(if~fl) and exp (if~jA). The exp ( if,~fl ) are a commuting subset, the common eigenvectors of which will form a basis for the physical Hilbert space.
In view of (16) 
C~.~+.=G,~exp[ikzm.z.n+ik(2 + 2~rv). (m+z.n) -i0~ .m-i0~ .n] . (21)
Inspection of the m-dependence of this relation shows that consistency requires/(2 to equal ~1 modulo 2nZ g, say k2= ~ +2hr. The corresponding solutions may be compared with the theta function with characteristics a, fl~g/zg:
O[afll(zl'r)= ,,~ exp[i~z(n+a).r.(n+a)
and written (with a suitable choice of prefactor) 
exp(i ! A)~¢, ,2, r[a]Z[Z]
The matrices of (17) are unitary in the basis (~,.~2.r3). Obviously the phases ¢, and ~2 merely vary the representation in its group cohomology class. From a geometric point of view (see e.g. ref.
[ 6 ] ), the large gauge transformations in (10) 
a= -½nk(d-a). ( T.dd-T.da)
(where T= (Im z)-~.z • (Im r) -l ), and defining covariant derivatives V on the ~'s with a as connection, we may choose
which can be solved as
~u=exp[-~izck(a-a).T.(a-a)]f(a) .
(28)
Under a large gauge transformation a--. a + m + z. n as in (10), the connection a changes by dam,, where
consequently, the transition functions for the ~,'s are
. This is essentially the same as eq. (21 ), and leads to the theta functions, as in (23). The existence of the prequanturn Hilbert space requires that the integral of (representing its Chern class) be an integer, which amounts to integrality of k. Within this framework, gauge inequivalent connections corresponding to the same f2 are parametrized by a phase for each of the homology cycles a i and flj; explicitly, a (0~ ,~2 ) = 19/"3V dA 0 with
A0 is not a gauge transformation, as it is not well defined on M but only on its covering space. The transition functions now acquire additional phases exp (i0~ 'm + i~2 "n) in agreement with (21 ).
We turn now to the inner product. The formal restriction of ( 5 ) to the z-sector is 1 June 1989
Gauge fixing can be performed by insertion of ~(G[z, g] ) det{G, F}, which makes the integral independent of the specific gauge function G. Note that the curvature F is independent of the complex structure. This leads to
Xexp(~fd2zO~ImzOzImz).
(30)
Gauge transformations affect the real part of Z, so a good choice for G is Z+~. Now det{z+;~, Fz~} = 1 and the jacobian for the change of variables 0zg, GZ--* Re Z, Im Z is the determinant of the scalar laplacian, (det'A)/fxfg-(As usual, the prime and the compensating area factor [x/g denote the omission of the zero mode. It is understood that the integral is covariantly regularized.) The remaining integral over Im Z is equal to the inverse square root of the same deter- The ~-integrals set s equal to r and the 0-integrals may then be done via a Poisson transformation. The result is, up to a factor independent of r, 6,~ (det Im r) -1/2. (Here (31 ) can be identified with the prequantum Hilbert space inner product (25 ); the exponent in (31 ), which is twice the imaginary part of the exponent in (28), is a K~ihler potential for {). )
Combining the above results, we obtain in the physical Hilbert space
We would now like to factorize the right hand side holomorphically in z, so that we may normalize the wave functionals. However, it has a well-known anomalous dependence on the scale of the metric g. For a particular metric in the conformal class of the complex structure (say the constant curvature one), the requisite normalizing factor, which we shall denote by ~, has a gravitational anomaly. Therefore, the normalized wave functionals
when considered as local sections of a vector bundle over moduli space, define a connection that is only projectively fiat [ 1,2 ].
As for the global aspects of this bundle, in view of the topological nature of the theory global diffeomorphisms of Z should be implemented unitarily in the Hilbert space. Once a complex structure is chosen, the diffeomorphisms affecting the canonical homology basis are modular transformations,
,E is not affected by these operations. From the transformation properties of the • [ a ] one finds that if k is odd, it is not possible to choose the phases ¢ so as to obtain modular invariance for every genus g. For k even, modular transformations are seen to be unitary transformations of the Hilbert space provided the (~1)j and (O2)j equal zero. 'With k and the O's thus constrained, the connection with two-dimensional conformal field theory is manifest from the form of the ~u themselves, since they are generating functionals for the holomorphic current blocks of c--1 U( 1 )-symmetric rational conformal field theories. These can be realized by compactified free scalar fields with rational values of the square of the radius of compactification; in the conventions of ref. [ 7 ] , if R 2 = 2p/q, then k = 2pq, with p, q integer. In particular, the 7tr[A_. =0] are characters of the relevant chiral algebras, which are U ( 1 ) current algebras extended by chiral vertex operators. From this two-dimensional point of view, the functional equation for the )(-sector, Fzz ~= 0, imposes the Ward identities of the current algebra [8] on the functional 7 j. The solution of these identities is obfuscated by the zero modes of the currents (the number of which equals the genus g). The missing information is supplied by the a-dependence of the 7J's, which relates the current blocks to the characters occurring in the two-dimensional partition function, effectively by the Sugawara-Sommerfield construction. (This may also be understood in the language of ref. [9] , where the twists in the character-valued expectation values correspond to our exp(2gia).) The Chern-Simons approach naturally produces the operators considered by Verlinde [10] , as observables corresponding to the holonomies.
The considerations given here for a single U( 1 ) gauge field can be generalized to larger compact abelian groups. If an N-dimensional abelian group is realized as a quotient ~N/A, where A is an N-dimensional lattice, the Chern-Simons action may be normalized such that quantization is possible only if A is integral and even.
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